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Smart grid is the inevitable trend of power grid technology development. As an important terminal apparatus in the power grid,
the overload protection method of bimetal used by traditional miniature circuit breakers (MCBs) is difficult to meet the re-
quirements of smart grid. Bimetal uses the thermal effect of current for overload protection, so in this paper, the thermal effect is
used to calculate the current. Also, all current carrying conductors except superconductors will generate heat, and the heat will not
be saturated, which canmeet the characteristics of miniature circuit breakers with small volume and large current. Compared with
other current calculation methods, the proposed method has simple structure and wide measurement range, which is an effective
way to solve the problem of intelligent MCBs. After derivation, the algorithm in this paper is not affected by the convection
coefficient. *e experimental results show that the error of the algorithm is less than 5%.

1. Introduction

An important feature of smart grid is that it can monitor the
important parameters (such as voltage and current of each
node) in real time, which is helpful for people to make fast
and accurate fault diagnosis, response, and accurate load
control. As an important terminal apparatus in power grids,
miniature circuit breakers (MCBs) must be intelligent to
meet the requirements of a smart grid. Current calculation
has become an important part of this process.

A current sensor based on magnetic fluid and fiber loop
device ringdown technology was proposed in [1], which a
sensitivity of 3.3mA/μs can be realized. A wide linearity
range current sensor based on piezoelectric effect was
proposed in [2], and it can possess an excellent linear re-
lationship between the output voltage and the AC in the
range of 0∼500A with the sensitivity of 1.52mV/A. An
AMR-based three-phase current sensor for smart grid ap-
plications was proposed in [3]. *e obtained experimental
results showed that the proposed device could be used to
measure current in three-phase electric distribution sub-
stations, ensuring a level of uncertainty compatible with

smart grid applications (e.g., digital protections). A novel
technique for high-frequency contactless current sensing
using magnetoresistor sensors with planar magnetic con-
centrators utilizing conductive materials was proposed in
[4]. In addition, there were fluxgate current sensor with a
U-shaped magnetic gathering shell; passive electric current
sensor based on ferromagnetic invariant elastic alloy, pie-
zoelectric ceramic, and Permalloy yoke; bus bar current
sensor with frequency compensation, temperature-com-
pensated magnetostrictive current sensor based on the
configuration of dual fiber Bragg gratings; a stray current
sensor based on an all-side cylindrical spiral fiber; high
temperature and vibration robustness all-fiber current
sensor with a fiber-loop architecture and reflection scheme;
birefringence variation independent fiber-optic current
sensor using real-time SOP measurement; a photonic
transducer-based optical current sensor using back-propa-
gation neural network; a novel low-cost multicoil-based
smart current sensor for three-phase current sensing of
overhead conductors; and so on [5–13].

Although there are many kinds of current measuring
devices, they are mostly based on the current magnetic effect.
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*e common feature of this kind of current measuring
device is that it has a core.When the current is large, the core
will be saturated and the measuring range will be reduced.
Optical current measurement devices are also widely used,
but it is usually large in volume. However, because of its
small size and large current, it is difficult to use current
magnetic effect or optics to measure current, which restricts
the intelligent process of MCB. *erefore, a current mea-
suring device with simple structure and wide measurement
range is urgently needed.

*ermal effect is an important property of current.
*e current flowing through any conductor (except su-
perconductor) will cause the conductor to heat up. *ere
is no saturation problem in the current thermal effect,
and the volume of the heating conductor can be opti-
mized according to the volume of MCB. In fact, bimetal
uses the thermal effect of current for overload protection
in traditional MCBs. *erefore, this paper uses current
thermal effect for current calculation, which can be called
electrothermal current calculation method based on
temperature rise. In order to study the method, a mea-
suring cavity is designed. *e algorithm fully considers
the influence of convection coefficient, which makes it
more universal. *e electrothermal current calculation
method lays a foundation for the intellectualization of
MCBs.

2. Measuring Cavity and Current
Calculation Method

In order to study the electrothermal current calculation
method, a measuring cavity (shown in Figure 1) is designed.
Conductor and silicone grease are wrapped by shell and
metal plate to form measuring cavity. *e environment of
heating, heat accumulation, and heat dissipation is simple,
which is beneficial to the establishment of equations.

*e metal plate and the conductor are made of copper,
and the shell material is ABS. As shown in Figure 1(b), the
length of the cavity is 40mm, and the width and height are
20mm. *e thickness of the metal plate and conductor is
1mm, and the thickness of internal air is 13mm. When the
conductor flows through the current, Joule heat is generated,
and heat is emitted through the shell and metal plate.
*ermal conductive silicone grease is evenly coated un-
derneath and on both sides of the conductor in order to
rapidly transmit heat to the outer shell and then emit it
through the air. *e thermal circuit model of the cavity is
established, as shown in Figure 2.

Because the cavity is symmetrical with respect to XOY,
the thermal resistance of the shell and convective thermal
resistance in both directions of the Z-axis are equal, i.e., the
thermal resistances in the +Z and − Z axes in Figure 2 are
exactly the same. Also, because the cavity is symmetrical
with respect to YOZ, the thermal resistance of the shell and
convective resistance in both directions of the X-axis are
equal; that is, the thermal resistances in the +X and − X axes
in Figure 2 are exactly the same. Secondly, the width and
height of the cavity are equal, and the heat dissipation area of
the Y and Z axes are equal, so the convective thermal

resistances of the Y and Z axes are equal.*emeanings of the
symbols in Figure 2 are shown in Table 1.

*e simplified thermal circuit is shown in Figure 3. In the
figure, “a” is the conductive thermal resistance along the X-
axis, “b” and “c” are the conductive thermal resistance along
the Y-axis, “d” is the conductive thermal resistance along the
Z-axis, “e” is the convective thermal resistance along the X-
axis, and “f” is the convective thermal resistance of the other
four directions.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that

iT + iC � q, (1)

uC

RT

+ C
duC

dt
� q. (2)

By solving differential equations (2) and (3), the fol-
lowing can be obtained:

uC � q · RT 1 − e
− t/RT ·C( ) . (3)

And because

C � ρcV, (4)

the heat generated by the current I flowing through the
resistance R is

q � I
2
R. (5)

*erefore, the expression of the temperature rise of the
conductor can be obtained:

θ � I
2
R · RT 1 − e

− t/RT·ρCV( ) , (6)

where θ denotes the conductor temperature rise; I denotes
the current; R denotes the conductor resistance; RT denotes
the total thermal resistance; and ρ, C, and V denote the
density, specific heat capacity, and volume of the conductor,
respectively.

Formula (6) shows that if the total thermal resistance is
determined, the current I can be calculated from the tem-
perature rise of the conductor.

3. Calculation Method of Total Thermal
Resistance and Current

*e total thermal resistance is composed of conduction
thermal resistance a, b, c, and d inside the cavity and external
convection thermal resistance e and f. *e conduction
thermal resistance is determined only by the size and ma-
terial of the cavity. *e calculation of convection thermal
resistance e and f is introduced below.

*e finite element model of the measuring cavity is
established. According to the numerical model of the first
law of thermodynamics, the second type of boundary
conditions is used for thermal analysis. *e calculation grid
is divided as shown in Figure 4(a), with a total of 6377
elements. *e steady-state temperature field distribution of
the cavity when the current is 94.9 A and the initial ambient
temperature is 25°C is shown in Figure 4(b). *e heat flux of
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the heat exchange between the cavity and the outside is
shown in Figure 5. As can be seen from Figure 4(b), the
conductor has the highest temperature of 104.8°C, while the

lowest temperature of 52.9°C appears at the upper metal
plate, and the temperature distribution is symmetrical with
respect to XOY.

Figure 5(a) shows the heat flux of six surfaces of the
cavity and Figure 5(b) shows the ratio of heat flux.*e metal
plate accounts for 12% of the total heat dissipation, and the
lower part of the shell accounts for 22% of the total heat
dissipation. Because the cavity is symmetrical with respect to
the XOY and YOZ faces, the heat dissipation ratios of the
outer surfaces of the X-axis and the Z-axis are the same. *e
heat dissipation in the two directions of the X-axis and the
two directions of the Z-axis accounts for 16% and 17% of the
total heat dissipation, respectively.

*e convection thermal resistance can be obtained by

e �
1

h · A
, (7)

where h and A denote the convection coefficient and the
convection area, respectively.

*e convection coefficient can be obtained by

h �
Φ

A · ΔT
, (8)

where Φ and ΔT denote the heat exchange of convective heat
transfer and the temperature difference of heat dissipation
surface, respectively. After reaching steady state, the total heat
generated by the conductor is distributed from the shell and the
upper metal plate. *at is, Φ� I2R. *us, in the steady state,

e �
ΔT
I
2
R

. (9)

Although all the heat generated by the conductor is
distributed from the shell and the upper metal plate, the heat
dissipation of the six surfaces of the cavity is not completely
equal, as can be seen from Figure 5, so formula (9) can be
written as follows:

Table 1: Symbols and meanings of thermal circuit.

Symbols Meanings

R1
*ermal resistance of silicone grease of Z-axis on both

sides of conductor
R2 *ermal resistance of shell of Z-axis

R3
*ermal resistance of silicon grease under − Y-axis of

conductor
R4 *ermal resistance of shell of − Y-axis
R5 *ermal resistance of air
R6 *ermal resistance of metal plate
R7 *ermal resistance of shell of X-axis
Rh1 Convective thermal resistances of Y and Z axes
Rh2 Convective thermal resistance of X-axis
q Heat source
C Heat capacity

q C

+Y –Y +Z –Z–X+X
q

d 
+ 
f

d 
+ 
f

c +
 f

b 
+ 
f

a 
+ 
e

a 
+ 
eiC

iT

Figure 3: Simplified thermal circuit.
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Figure 1: (a) Measuring cavity. (b) Size.
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e �
ΔT

m · I
2
R

, (10)

where m denotes the ratio of heat dissipation of one side to
total heat I2R. *e above formula can be written as

e+Y �
ΔT+Y

m+Y · I
2
R

,

e− Y �
ΔT− Y

m− Y · I
2
R

,

e+Z �
ΔT+Z

m+Z · I
2
R

,

e− Z �
ΔT− Z

m− Z · I
2
R

,

e+X �
ΔT+X

m+X · I
2
R

,

e− X �
ΔT− X

m− X · I
2
R

.

(11)

As the total heat generated by the conductor is dis-
tributed from the shell and the upper metal plate, it is
obvious thatm+Y+m− Y+m+Z+m− Z+m+X+m− X � 1.When
the structure and size of the cavity are fixed and steady state
is reached, the heat dissipation ratio of the six surfaces is only
related to the convection coefficient, but not to the current.
In order to get the ratio, simulation is carried out on the
same current and different convection coefficients. *e re-
sults are shown in Table 2.

From Table 2, surfaces of Z-axis are always emitting
0.17I2R, respectively. Since the cavity is symmetrical on the
XOY surface, ΔT+Z �ΔT− Z; therefore, m+Z �m− Z. *e
convection thermal resistance on surfaces of Z-axis is

e+Z � e− Z �
ΔTZ

0.17 · I
2
R

. (12)

Similarly, the convection thermal resistance on surfaces
of X-axis is

e+X � e− X �
ΔTX

0.16 · I
2
R

. (13)

(a)

104.8 93.2 81.7 70.2 58.7
99.0 87.5 76.0 64.4 52.9°C

Y

XZ

(b)

Figure 4: Finite element analysis of measuring cavity. (a) Calculation grid. (b) Temperature field of measuring cavity.
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Figure 5: Heat flux of the cavity. (a) Heat flux of the shell and the metal plate. (b) Heat flux ratio.
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*e convective thermal resistance is only related to the
convection coefficient and the heat dissipation area, and
areas of the heat dissipation surfaces of Y and Z axes are the
same, so e+Y � e− Y � e+Z � e− Z. And then,

m+Y

m− Y

�
ΔT+Y

ΔT− Y

. (14)

Formula (14) shows that the heat dissipation of the
surfaces of Y-axis will be distributed according to the
temperature rise. As can be seen from Table 2, the surfaces of
Y-axis share a total of 0.34I2R. So

m+Y + m− Y � 0.34,

m+Y

m− Y

�
ΔT+Y

ΔT− Y

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

*e convection thermal resistance of the surfaces of Y
axis is calculated as follows:

e+Y �
ΔT+Y

0.34ΔT+Y/ ΔT+Y + ΔT− Y( ( I
2
R

�
ΔT+Y + ΔT− Y

0.34I
2
R

� e− Y.

(16)

However,

1
RT

�
2

a + e
+

1
b + f

+
1

c + f
+

2
d + f

. (17)

*e expression of temperature rise-current can be
obtained:

θ �
1 − e

− (t/1.24)·I2 ·3.31×10− 4 ·A

A
,

A �
0.34

ΔT+Y + ΔT− Y + 0.017I
2 +

0.34
ΔT+Y + ΔT− Y + 0.007I

2 +
0.34

ΔTZ + 0.00158I
2 +

0.32
ΔTX + 0.00041I

2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(18)

It is known from formula (18) that if the temperature rise
of the conductor and the six surfaces is measured, the
current value can be calculated. But obviously many
thermistors are needed for measurement. Too many
thermistors will affect the practicability of the method, so it
is necessary to reduce the use of thermistors. Assuming that
only θ and ΔT+Y are known, the temperature rise of the
conductor and the four surfaces (the − Z and − X temperature
rise equals the +Z and +X temperature rise, respectively)
with different convection coefficients and incoming 94.9 A
current are simulated, and the results in Table 3 are obtained.

From Table 3, it can be seen that ΔT− Y≈ΔTZ.
In order to express ΔT− Y with θ and ΔT+Y, the results of

Table 4 are obtained.

*e following can be obtained from Table 4:

θ
ΔTX

� 0.3 ×
θ
ΔT+Y

+ 0.78,

θ
ΔT+Y

� − 5 ×
ΔT+Y

ΔT− Y

+ 4.7.

(19)

*erefore, the temperature rise of the surface of X axis
and the surface of − Y axis can be expressed as

ΔTX �
θ × ΔT+Y

0.78 × ΔT+Y + 0.3 × θ
,

ΔT− Y �
5 × ΔT+Y

4.7 − θ/ΔT+Y( 
.

(20)

Table 2: *e proportion of heat flux under different convection
coefficients.

Convection coefficient h (W/m2·°C)
Heat flux density ratio
+Y − Y ±Z ±X

6 0.14 0.20 0.17 0.16
10 0.13 0.21 0.17 0.16
14 0.12 0.22 0.17 0.16
18 0.11 0.23 0.17 0.16
22 0.10 0.24 0.17 0.16

Table 3: Temperature rise under different convection coefficients.

Convection coefficient h
(W/m2·°C)

Temperature rise (°C)
ΔT+Y ΔT− Y ΔTZ ΔTX θ

10 51.0 90.2 89.9 71.4 96.7
11 45.1 83.1 82.9 64.9 89.7
12 40.3 77.2 77.0 59.5 83.8
13 36.2 72.1 71.9 54.9 78.8
14 32.8 67.7 67.6 50.9 74.5
15 29.9 63.8 63.7 47.5 70.7

Table 4: *e study results of temperature rise.

Convection coefficient h (W/m2·°C)
Division

θ/ΔT+Y ΔT+Y/ΔT− Y θ/ΔTX

10 1.9 0.57 1.35
11 2.0 0.54 1.38
12 2.1 0.52 1.41
13 2.2 0.50 1.44
14 2.3 0.48 1.46
15 2.4 0.47 1.49
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*e calculationmethod of current I, which is determined
only by the temperature rise of surface of +Y-axis ΔT+Y and
the temperature rise of the conductor θ, is obtained

θ �
1 − e

− (t/1.24)·I2 ·3.31×10− 4 ·A

A
,

A �
0.34

ΔT+Y + 5 × ΔT+Y( / 4.7 − θ/ΔT+Y( ( (  + 0.017I
2 +

0.34
ΔT+Y + 5 × ΔT+Y( / 4.7 − θ/ΔT+Y( ( (  + 0.007I

2

+
0.34

5 × ΔT+Y( / 4.7 − θ/ΔT+Y( ( (  + 0.00158I
2 +

0.32
θ × ΔT+Y( / 0.78 × ΔT+Y + 0.3 × θ( (  + 0.00041I

2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(21)

4. Experimental Verification

In order to verify the correctness of the current calculation
method, experimental verification was carried out. *e
experimental devices are shown in Figure 6.

*e voltage regulator was connected to the primary side
of the transformer, and the secondary side of the transformer
was connected with the cavity through wires. *e output
current of the secondary side was measured with a clip-on
multimeter, that is, the input current of the cavity.*e Pt100
thermistors were fixed at the temperature measuring point
(conductor and upper metal plate) by using thermal con-
ductive double-sided adhesive. *e measuring signal was
sent to the computer with the thermistor temperature
transmitter, and the temperature value of the measurement
was read by LabVIEW.

According to the above theoretical analysis, the heat
generated by the conductor in the cavity should be emitted
on the shell and the upper metal plate. In order to reduce the
influence of metal material on the heat dissipation of the
conductor in the cavity, nylon screws and nuts were used to
fix the cavity. In addition, the effect of external wires on the
cavity should be reduced. It is learned that the longer the
external wires are, the more the Joule heat generated by the
external wires into the cavity will be which results in errors.
*erefore, redundant copper sheets were inserted into the
compression joint to increase the heat dissipation area of the
connection and form a “heat dissipation barrier” to make the
Joule heat generated by the external wires unable to transmit
into the cavity to reduce error. *e cavity is shown in
Figure 7.

*e temperature of the environment, the upper metal
plate, and the conductor under different currents were
measured, as shown in Table 5.

For the convenience of research, the finite element
simulation model is simplified. *ere is no conductor
outside the cavity in the finite element model.*e conductor
length in the experiment is 100mm and which in the finite
element simulation is 40mm. *erefore, the conductor
resistance R1 in the experiment is 2.5 times that of the finite
element simulation resistance R2. Use definition of current
effective value to be equivalent:

I
2
1R1 � I

2
2R2, (22)

where I1 and I2 denote the experimental current and the
finite element simulation current, respectively. *e con-
version results of I1 and I2 are shown in Table 6.

*e simulation temperature of the environment, the
upper metal plate, and the conductor under different current
conditions are shown in Table 7.

*e temperature data of experiment and simulation are
shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the error meets the
accuracy requirement.

For the upper metal plate, when the simulation current is
greater than 60A, the simulated temperature value will be
greater than the experimental value, while for the conductor,
the simulated temperature under all current is less than the
experimental value. No matter the upper metal plate or the
conductor, the change trend of temperature with current is
the same in simulation and experiment.

Using the experimental data and MATLAB to solve the
temperature rise-current equation, the calculated and the
simulation current value are shown in Table 8. *e rela-
tionship between the calculation error and the simulation
current is shown in Figure 9.

Table 8 and Figure 9 show that the calculation error is
less than 5%. *e main reason for the error is that the
temperature rise-current formula is deduced from the
simulation data, while the calculated current value in the
table is calculated from the experimental data.

*e error sources of simulation data (temperature rise)
and experiment data (temperature rise) are mainly as fol-
lows: the thermal conductive silicone grease in simulation is
an ideal thermal conductor, but it is inevitable that there will
be bubbles in the coating process of the thermal conductive
silicone grease in experiment, which makes the thermal
conductivity cannot be completely equivalent to the finite
element simulation. In addition, the “heat dissipation bar-
rier” cannot completely prevent the heat generated by the
external wire from passing into the cavity, causing errors.

When the expanded uncertainty of Pt100 is 95%, U95 is
0.026°C [14]. *e temperature measurement device based on
Pt100 has a maximum temperature resistance of 300°C, and
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the conductor temperature reaches 291°C when the simu-
lation current is 173.925A (the experimental current is
110A). *erefore, the maximum current of 110A can be
obtained based on the size of the measuring cavity in this
paper. *e accuracy of the thermal resistance temperature
transmitter and Pt100 used in this paper can reach 0.001°C.
When the simulation current is 0.5 A (the experimental
current is about 0.3 A), the temperature rise of the upper

Transformer DC power supply Measuring device Thermistor temperature transmitter

Figure 6: Experimental devices.

�ermal conductive double-sided adhesive Pt100 Nylon screws and nuts

Figure 7: Cavity.

Table 5: *e temperature measured by experiment.

I1 (A)
Temperature (°C)

Environment Upper metal plate Conductor
20 25.2 27.8 36.5
30 25.9 31.4 51.5
40 24.6 34.4 64.3
50 24.5 39.2 84.3
60 25.3 45.7 103.3

Table 6: Conversion of experimental current and simulation
current.

I1 (A) I2 (A)
20 31.623
30 47.434
40 63.246
50 79.057
60 94.868

Mathematical Problems in Engineering 7



metal plate is 0.001°C. *erefore, the minimum current of
0.3 A can be obtained based on the size of the measuring
cavity in this paper. In fact, this method will be mainly used
in the future intelligent MCB overload protection, so it is
more concerned about the maximum calculated current.*e
maximum calculated current of 110A can meet the re-
quirements of MCB overload protection with a rated current
of 60A.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a current calculation method based on tem-
perature rise is introduced. Its characteristics are as follows:
(1)*e current is calculated based on temperature rise which
can solve the core saturation problem of current transformer
at high current. (2) *e current calculation method does not
contain the convection coefficient h, that is, this method is
not affected by the convection coefficient. *e current cal-
culation method based on temperature rise in this paper
provides a new idea for the intellectualization of MCB. *e
method in this paper is only applicable to the intelligent
MCB with electrothermal current calculation method based
on temperature rise. If the working environment changes or
the size of the measuring cavity becomes larger, other
current algorithms based on temperature rise should be
studied.

Table 7: Simulation results.

Current (A) Temperature (°C)
Experimental Simulation Environment Metal plate Conductor

20 31.623 25.0 27.6 33.5
30 47.434 25.0 30.9 44.1
40 63.246 25.0 35.4 58.9
50 79.057 25.0 41.3 78.0
60 94.868 25.0 48.5 101.3
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Figure 8: Contrast of data between experiment and simulation. (a) Temperature contrast of upper metal plate. (b) Temperature contrast of
conductor.

Table 8: Calculated and simulation current values.

Calculated current (A) Simulation current (A)
31.623 31.73
47.434 47.52
63.246 63.35
79.057 79.19
94.868 94.97
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Figure 9: Relationship between calculation error and simulation
current.
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